
Living Worthy of My Calling, Pt. 34
“The ‘Footwear’ of the Christian Soldier”

Ephesians 6:10-18
_______________________________________________________

It is only by knowing the perfect status of peace with God through Christ 
      that the Christian can be fully prepared to stand amidst spiritual conflict.

1.  Review: the Lesson of the Whole Armor                                       

    (1)  The Implements of Preparation, Readiness - fixed to the body prior to the conflict
         - make sure they’re on and you’re protected!
          - the belt 
          - the breastplate 
          - the shoes 

    (2)  The Implements of Action, Conquest    - The soldier actively utilized these pieces
        - “taking” or “take up” 
          - the shield 
          - the helmet 
          - the sword 

2.  The Footwear of the Christian Soldier
    (1)  Original design and usefulness 
          -1- construction:    - a sole with straps which held it securely to the foot
        - often with studs on the underside
 

          -2- usefulness:    - firmness of footing
                     - mobility

    (2)  Interpretation:                                              “having shod your feet 
           with the preparation of the gospel of peace”
          -1- Preparation strongly emphasized here 

          -2- It is the “Gospel of Peace” which uniquely prepares us to stand amidst conflict

               [1] An Unchangeable Status of Favor  (objective)  Rom. 5:1; Eph. 2:17ff.

     - The peace which God has established through Christ

     - More than merely the removal of enmity!

        - A status of perfect acceptance in Christ

               [2] The Enjoyment and Experience of this Peace  (subjective)  Phil. 4:4-7; Col. 3:15

     - the peace which we know in our hearts as we rest by faith in God’s unchanging favor
     - impossible to maintain apart from believing the objective truth!!

        (3)  Application
               -1- I must be firmly established in this truth; it is foundational to standing in the conflict!

               -2- This brings stability in my walk with God 

               -3- It grants me “spiritual mobility,” liberty –

     - to look outside of myself. 
     - to use the other pieces of weaponry effectively
     - ability to more readily discern the attacks of the enemy
     - ability to identify and resist at that point which is most necessary 
     - privilege – in this I gain an awareness of and appreciation for the larger conflict

   Further Application

 


